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Abstract—A quick method of 2D global registration of CT images in different series of studies of one patient 
is suggested in this work. The distinguishing feature of this approach is the use of image registration based on 
the SURF (Speeded Up Robust Features) detector, which has proved efficient in computer vision. 
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INTRODUCTION 
One of the most important tasks of analysis of 

images is their registration: bringing two or more 
images into a united system of coordinates for their 
subsequent analysis. This task is important in cartog-
raphy for updating maps by satellite images; in appli-
cations of computer vision for stereo reconstruction; 
in capturing and analyzing movement; in medicine for 
diagnosing and revealing changes in different series of 
images of medical scanning of the patient or even for 
conducting operations [1, 8], as well as in many other 
areas. 

At present, there are many approaches to solving 
this task, many of which are quite universal [2], while 
there are also specialized methods for registering med-
ical images [3—9]. 

The algorithms of medical registration can be con-
ventionally divided into subclasses by the following 
criteria: automatic or interactive; pixel (intensity-
based) [6, 9] or feature-based [7—9]; model-based [8] 
or in the general case; working in a frequency or spatial 
range; rigid, affine, or projective by the type of admis-
sible transformations; unimodal and multimodal 
approaches [7] (use of several various species of input 
data upon registration), and others. 

As for the feature-based registration, radically dif-
fering characteristics may be used here with reference 
to medicine. For example, it can be interactive points, 
anatomical features [8], or geometrical and other local 
particularities. This study suggests an algorithm of 
image registration based on a SURF (Speeded Up 
Robust Features) descriptor developed by H. Bay et al. 
[ 10]. The suggested approach is used for quick leveling 
of CT layers of one patient taken at different times (an 
example of two pictures of the same patient taken at 
different times is given in Figs. 3a, 3c). This procedure 
is very important for accurate diagnosing, searching 
for changes, estimating the regression of new forma-
tions, etc., since it is not always possible to track small 
changes in tissues in an interactive regime without pre-
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liminary processing and accurate combining of CT 
images. 

At first glance, medical images can be combined 
using rigid registration. As a matter of fact, the infor-
mation about the scale of the CT layer of the study is 
registered in the title of the DICOM file and to com-
bine them, all that remains is to select its optimum 
turn and shift. However, due to the particularities of 
our area of study (the organs of the mediastinum and 
retroperitoneal space), this approach gives poor results 
since the areas of scanning are easily deformed 
(another phase of respiration or change in the position 
of the organs of the abdominal cavity). 

So it is necessary to solve the more complicated 
task of determining elastic transformation, which is 
quite labor-intensive in terms of calculations. 

In this work, we suggest using a simplified approach 
based on registering part of an image: the area of inter-
est. Registration in the area of interest is accomplished 
by searching for a promising transformation, which 
would combine the points of interest areas of the two 
images in the best way possible. Practical trials have 
shown the competence of this assumption. To calcu-
late the optimum perspective transformation, the 
method of registering based on a SURF detector [11], 
which has proved its validity, is used. 

Fig. 1. Source CT image (left) and the result of morpho-
logical body region segmentation (right). 
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Fig. 2. Control points (indicated by white crosses), the 
determined point pairs (shown with lines), and the result 
of determining perspective transformation (bounding rect-
angle). 

DESCRIPTION OF THE ALGORITHM 
Since the DICOM images contain not only the 

information about the density of the patient's body tis-
sues at the cut but also some extraneous components, 
for example, parts of the CT scanner, the patient's 
clothes, special sensors, etc., preprocessing of the 
image should be the preliminary stage. The area occu-
pied by the patient's body is distinguished at this stage 
and further comparison will be conducted only for this 
area. 

To do this, morphological and threshold operations 
are used. The listing of the algorithm in a pseudocode 
is given below (Listing 1). The result of its operation is 
given in Fig. lb. 

Listing 1. Body region segmentation algorithm 
/ / Loading DICOM Image 

1 image = LoadImage("Source"); 
/ / Cloning DICOM Image 

2 imCpy= Clone Image(image); 
/ / Morphological Opening (Radius=10) 

3 image = Opening (image, 10); 
/ / Morphological Closing (Radius=30) 

4 image = Closing (image, 30); 
/ / Thresholding by DICOM Levels 

5 image = Threshold (image, 50); 
/ / Mask&Source Image Conjunction 

6 image = And (image, imCpy); 
/ / Saving Resulting Image 

7 Savelmage("Result", image). 
After distinguishing the body area and rejecting the 

extraneous components, registration of two layers of 
images from different series is conducted. Special 
points are calculated in each image, and their descrip-
tors are determined. After this, the descriptors of the 
two images should be compared and the nearest corre-
spondence found using one of the well-known fast 
methods (for example the KD-tree—based nearest 
neighbor search [12]). Only after calculating all 
matching pairs (part of which can be false matches) 
can the optimum transformation, which converts the 

-A 

(c) 

Fig. 3. (a) Original and (b) transformed images; (c) tem-
plate for registration; and (d) the difference between the 
template and the image obtained during the registration. 

points of the first image into those of the second, be 
determined. 

As was mentioned above, the registration by the 
proposed model uses a global type of transformation. 
Such a transformation can be determined using the 
models of rigid, affine, perspective, and elastic defor-
mation. 

The first two models cannot provide satisfactory 
correspondence quality, while the elastic deformation 
is too complicated and time-consuming. For this rea-
son the perspective transformation model was used. To 
search for the corresponding feature-based perspec-
tive transformation, the well-known stochastic 
method RAN SAC (RANdom Sample Consensus) was 
used [13]. Its fast implementation can be taken from 
the OpenCV open source software package [ 14]. 

A more detailed explanation of the algorithm is 
suggested in Listing 2. The computed feature points, 
matched features, and resulting perspective transfor-
mation are shown in Fig. 2. 

Listing 2. SURF-based registration algorithm 
/ / Load 2 Slices with Body Region 

1 imgl = LoadImageBody(" SliceO 1"); 
2 img2 = LoadImageBody(" Slice02"); 

/ / Calculate Keypoints&Descriptors 
3 KeyPtl = SURF(imgl); 
4 KeyPt2 = SURF(img2); 

/ / Find Corresponding Point Pairs 
5 Pairs = FindPairs(KeyPt 1, KeyPt2); 

/ / Find Homography Matrix 
6 H = FindHomography( Pairs); 

//Calculate Image Transformation 
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7 imgWarp =WarpPerspective(img2, H); 
11 Save Transformation Result 

8 SaveImg("Warp.png", imgWarp); 
/ / Calculate Two Images Difference 

9 imgDiff = AbsDiff(img 1, imgWrp); 
/ / Save Difference Result 

10 SaveImg("Diff.png", imgDiff). 

TRIALS 
The results of the restoration and comparison using 

the suggested method are given in Fig. 3. The original 
and transformed images of the first layer are given, as 
well as the difference between the images obtained 
through registration. 

As can be seen from the difference between the 
aligned images, the spine region at the matched sec-
tions in the two images is almost identical and does not 
contribute to the difference. The areas in the upper 
right-hand part of the image, which represent the 
changes, can be seen well in the image. 

To implement and test the proposed methods, the 
OpenCV [14] library and its Python programming lan-
guage bindings PyOpenCV [15] were used. 

The time spent on body region segmentation is 
about 93 ms, and the registration time is around 
390 ms. Thus, the rate of the implementation of the 
algorithm is quite high even though it is performed 
using a script interpreter. The proposed method is 
expected to be introduced in the developing system of 
diagnosing mediastinum organ disorders in children 
under the ISTC B-1489 project. 

The application of this approach can also be trans-
ferred to 3D medical registration. 

It is also planned to study the possibility of increas-
ing the accuracy of the algorithm through using fea-
ture points of original 16 bit D I C O M images. 
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